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Abstract— Important requirements for a future generation
of weather surveillance radars include improvements in data
quality and more rapid update of volumetric data. Phased array
radar (PAR) is a candidate technology capable of providing the
required functionality. The rotating PAR (RPAR) is a potential
architecture that could improve the capabilities of the current
parabolic-reflector-based US Weather Surveillance Radar—1988
Doppler (WSR-88D) operational network and is more affordable
than other candidate PAR architectures. However, RPAR con-
cept of operations that support observational needs has to be
developed. The Distributed Beams (DB) technique introduced in
this article provides a way to either reduce the scan times or to
reduce the variance of radar-variable estimates by azimuthally
spoiling the transmit beam while receiving multiple digital beams
as the radar rotates in azimuth. Specifically, the rotation speed
of the pedestal is derived from the duration of the coherent
processing interval (CPI) to produce the desired spatial sampling.
This results in beams from subsequent CPIs in approximately
the same directions, which increases the number of available
data samples for processing. The increased number of available
samples can be coherently processed to reduce the variance of
estimates. Alternatively, by reducing the number of samples per
CPI and increasing the RPAR’s rotation rate, the scan time can
be reduced without increasing the variance of estimates. Results
presented demonstrate both applications of the DB technique
for dual-polarization observations. Given that this technique
makes use of spoiled transmit beams, its benefits come at the
expense of degraded angular resolution (beamwidth and sidelobe
levels), and reduced sensitivity compared with the use of pencil
beams. The technique could be implemented as part of an RPAR
concept of operations to meet requirements for the future weather
surveillance network if certain tradeoffs are accounted for in the
radar design process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion (NOAA) has started considering radar systems for

the eventual replacement of the operational U.S. Weather
Surveillance Radar – 1988 Doppler (WSR-88D), which is
projected to reach the end of its operational lifetime by
2040 [1]. In addition to the current operational capabilities
of the WSR-88D to detect, estimate, and classify returns
from meteorological scatterers with high sensitivity and spatial
resolution, NOAA has defined performance requirements that
involve a more rapid update of volumetric data, and the ability
to perform adaptive weather observations [2]. This network
of 160 Doppler weather radars was upgraded in 2012 to
simultaneously transmit and receive electromagnetic waves
in both horizontal and vertical polarizations, which provided
these radars with dual-polarization capability [3]. The received
signals on the horizontal (H) and vertical (V) polarization
channels are used to estimate conventional spectral moments
(reflectivity, Doppler velocity, and spectrum width, which
are computed using data from the H-polarization channel)
and polarimetric variables (differential reflectivity, differen-
tial phase, and co-polar correlation coefficient, which are
computed using data from both the H- and V-polarization
channels). This enables the classification of meteorological
scatterers (e.g., rain, graupel, large hail, snow) and non-
meteorological targets (e.g., insects, birds, and chaff), which
supports the downstream improvement of algorithms such
as quantitative precipitation products [4], [5]. Polarimetric
variables have become a fundamental tool for better inter-
pretation and forecasting of hazardous weather events, and
maintaining or improving the quality of estimates is critical
to support the National Weather Service (NWS) mission [6].
Nevertheless, intrinsic architecture limitations may prevent
parabolic-reflector systems (such as the WSR-88D) from
attaining the performance levels required to meet the set
of next-generation radar functional requirements specified by
the NOAA.

The NOAA Radar Functional Requirements document [2]
specifies the functionality expected for a future weather sur-
veillance radar system. The document’s Threshold Functional
Requirements are used to define the minimum expected per-
formance of the future system, while its Optimal Functional
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Requirements define the desired system performance. One of
the most demanding optimal requirements is the 1-minute
update time to complete a volume scan “with no degradation
of the sensitivity, spatial resolution or standard deviation (SD)
of measurement for radar variable estimates.” To achieve this
volume-update-time requirement with quality radar-variable
estimates, advanced scanning and digital signal processing
techniques are needed.

Unique and flexible capabilities offered by phased array
radar (PAR) technology support the required enhanced weather
surveillance strategies that are envisioned to improve the
weather radar products, making PAR technology an attractive
candidate for the next generation of weather radars. Important
research efforts documented in [7] and [8] illustrate the
advantages of PAR technology over conventional reflector-
antenna radars for weather observations and motivate further
studies. Ongoing research efforts that began in the early 2000s
at the National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL) have aimed
at demonstrating unique PAR capabilities for weather surveil-
lance [9], [10]. The phased array radar innovative sensing
experiment (PARISE [11]) was designed to demonstrate the
advantages of rapid-scan PAR data to improve the ability
of forecasters to warn of severe weather [12]. Researchers
have also reported that PAR rapid scan data are expected
to enhance the effectiveness of radar data assimilation and
numerical weather prediction systems [13].

From these previous studies, a stationary four-faced pla-
nar PAR architecture has been the prime candidate system
involving a multifunction phased array radar (MPAR) sys-
tem that would simultaneously support several missions [14].
Nevertheless, the discrepancies among interagency deploy-
ment timelines (aided by the insufficient maturity of polarimet-
ric PAR technology for weather observations) resulted in the
MPAR concept becoming a less feasible option. Consequently,
current efforts are now centered on single-mission systems.
While a four-faced PAR is expected to achieve the optimal
requirements set forth by NOAA, deploying and maintain-
ing an operational network of these radars across the U.S.
may be unaffordable. A more affordable alternative radar
system is based on a single-faced rotating PAR (RPAR)
architecture [15], which is capable of meeting the threshold
requirements and exceeding the capabilities of the current
reflector-based WSR-88D network. However, to achieve cur-
rent and future needs to support the NWS mission, advanced
concept of operations (CONOPS) for weather surveillance
using the RPAR has to be developed.

The RPAR architecture has been used for air surveil-
lance and defense applications since the late 1970s [16]–[18]
but was only introduced for weather surveillance in recent
years [19]–[23]. The CONOPS for these weather RPAR
systems consist of either imitating the operation of con-
ventional reflector radar with continued mechanical rotation
and performing a straightforward electronic scan in eleva-
tion, or exploiting radar imaging (i.e., transmitting a wide
beam) and digital beamforming in elevation while rotating
in azimuth. While some of these operational concepts make
use of RPAR’s unique capabilities in support of meeting

functional requirements, alternative concepts and their asso-
ciated tradeoffs should be explored. Important tradeoffs will
have to be considered for designing the RPAR CONOPS, and
several scanning techniques operating in conjunction may be
needed to meet demanding requirements.

The purpose of this article is to introduce the distrib-
uted beams (DB) technique which provides a way to reduce
scan update times or to improve the data quality for a
dual-polarization RPAR CONOPS. Digital beamforming in
elevation has been demonstrated to reduce the scan time for
single-polarization weather RPARs [20], [22]. While it has
been proposed in azimuth [24], the novelty of the technique
introduced in this work is in the coherent processing of
samples from subsequent receive beams. This is accomplished
by synthesizing an azimuthally wide (spoiled) beam on trans-
mission and then using digital beamforming to form several
simultaneous beams on reception as the radar rotates (herein
referred to as a cluster of receive beams). Examples of transmit
beam patterns with spoil factors (F) of 3 and 5, as well as the
inherent narrow beam pattern for the array synthesizing them
are presented in Fig. 1. Specifically, the azimuthal rotation rate
of the platform is derived from the duration of the coherent
processing interval (CPI), to produce the desired spatial sam-
pling. Consequently, beams from subsequent CPIs are received
from approximately the same direction. For example, if the
antenna rotates in the clockwise direction and the receive
beams in a cluster are numbered in the same direction, both
the last receive beam from the first cluster and the second-to-
last receive beam from the second cluster point at the same
azimuth. An illustration of this concept is presented in Fig. 2.
This increases the number of samples received by a factor
equal to the number of beams received in the cluster (herein
referred to as RF ). The increased number of available data
samples can be processed coherently to reduce the variance of
estimates. Alternatively, by reducing the number of samples
per CPI and increasing the RPAR’s rotation rate (both by RF ),
the scan time can be reduced by RF without increasing
the variance of estimates. In summary, the DB technique
capitalizes the RPAR mechanical rotation and exploits the
use of digital beamforming in azimuth. It allows a faster
rotation speed to be maintained, leading to more rapid updates
potentially without degradation in data quality. Alternatively,
if the rotation speed is maintained, the number of samples
can be increased by a factor of RF , which leads to reduced
variance of radar-variable estimates [25]. The DB tech-
nique introduced in this article was implemented on NSSL’s
recently deployed advanced technology demonstrator (ATD)
PAR system and it is the first practical demonstration of
digital beamforming in azimuth for dual-polarization weather
RPAR.

Compared with the use of narrow pencil beams, the use of
this technique will result in increased beamwidth, increased
sidelobe levels, and reduced sensitivity. That is, an RPAR
design to meet spatial resolution and sensitivity require-
ments [2] using narrow pencil beams may fail to do so when
using the proposed technique. In general, the design of a radar
antenna that meets specific functional requirements cannot
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Fig. 1. Simulated one-way antenna radiation patterns for a narrow pencil beam (left), a beam spoiled by a factor of three (center), and a beam spoiled by a
factor of five (right). Sectors correspond to azimuthal cuts of the antenna patterns.

be decoupled from its concept of operations. The use of
the proposed technique should be considered in the design
stages of an RPAR to properly account for the degradation
in spatial resolution and sensitivity. Otherwise, an operational
mode whereby the DB technique is used to reduce the scan
time or the variance of radar-variable estimates can be defined,
with the consideration that spatial resolution and/or sensitivity
requirements may not be met when using this mode. This
could be an acceptable solution if the operational benefits of
using the DB technique outweigh any negative data-quality
impacts.

The rest of this article is structured into five sections as
follows. Section II provides a more detailed technical descrip-
tion of the DB CONOPS and illustrates the two previously
discussed applications. Section III then describes the practical
implementation of DB, including calibration methods and
important considerations for a successful operation. Section IV
takes the theoretical analysis further using the experimental
implementation for a comparative demonstration of the DB
CONOPS by presenting polarimetric weather observations
for both applications of the technique. Section V provides
the analysis and verification of the radar-variable estimates
produced using DB by comparing the data quality to those
obtained from data that was collected simultaneously using
NSSL’s collocated experimental WSR-88D (KOUN) radar
system. Section VI summarizes the contributions of this
article and discusses alternative RPAR CONOPS using the
DB technique.

II. DISTRIBUTED BEAMS TECHNIQUE

Active PAR technology allows the synthesis of antenna radi-
ation beam patterns on transmission by varying the magnitude
and phase of transmit signals at each individual array element
(commonly referred to as tapering). This capability can be
used to produce a wider transmit beam, effectively increasing
the beam coverage. This comes at the expense of increased

antenna pattern sidelobe levels, reduced antenna gain, and
slightly increased beamwidth [26]. For example, an active PAR
antenna with an inherent non-tapered radiation pattern that
produces a narrow “pencil” beam (as defined by its one-way
3 dB width) can also be used to synthesize wider transmit
beams as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Modern PAR can form multiple beams received within
a wide transmit beam through digital multichannel
receivers [27]. The digitally generated beams are received
with the full antenna aperture to produce narrow pencil
beams. However, the sidelobe levels of synthesized two-way
beams are typically considerably higher, and the beamwidth is
slightly increased compared with two-way patterns obtained
when using pencil beams on both transmission and reception.
This is due to the use of digital beamforming methods,
as noted by [20], and the use of a wide spoiled transmit
beam, as noted by [28]. For this study, the standard Fourier
beamforming method is used to form the receive beams.
Considering that digital beamforming is used to form beams
within the relatively narrow spoiled beam tapers (worst
case for spoiled beams in this article is ∼±3.2◦ about the
broadside) and that the spoiled transmit beams are always on
broadside, the increase in sidelobe levels is largely controlled
by the spoiled transmit beam pattern.

Researchers demonstrated the use of wide transmit beams
and digital beamforming in elevation to reduce the volume
scan time of an RPAR [19], [22]. Since operational weather
radars typically scan by rotating in the azimuth plane and
acquisition parameters such as the PRT are naturally defined
as a function of elevation, an advantage for spoiling the
beam in azimuth is that operational scan strategies used by
radars with rotating reflector antennas can be replicated in an
RPAR system. That is, by scanning in azimuth only, identical
acquisition parameters (M and Ts) as those in operational scan
strategies can be used. When spoiling the beam and scanning
in elevation, the same acquisition parameters must be used for
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the DBs technique. (Left) Top view of an RPAR system illustrates the radiation of wide transmission beams for which multiple
simultaneous beams are received (note that the beams are not drawn to scale). (Center) Diagram shows how receive beams from subsequent transmissions
can be grouped to increase the number of samples in a CPI. (Right) Reference for the spoiled transmit beams and the digitally receive beams is shown.

all elevations in the cluster. And while the lower elevations
in the WSR-88Ds use two scans of the same elevation (with
different PRTs) to mitigate range and velocity ambiguities,
higher ones do not. Therefore, spoiling a wide fan beam in
elevation could impact the quality of estimates at higher tilts
or unnecessarily add more time to the scan. For example,
surveillance scans at lower elevation angles use longer PRTs;
therefore, using this PRT for scans at higher elevation angles
could limit the Nyquist interval (alternatively, the maximum
unambiguous range could be impacted if a shorter PRT is
used for several scans in elevation). Furthermore, for typical
WSR-88D scan strategies, elevation angles scanned at higher
altitudes are spread by several degrees. The larger the spoiling
factor, the larger the sensitivity loss incurred and the larger the
increase in sidelobe levels. Spoiling the beam across angles
that are not needed nor typically scanned (i.e., leaving large
gaps) will result in an unnecessarily large sensitivity loss. The
DB technique could help in these situations by fully utilizing
the energy transmitted when spoiling in azimuth.

A CONOPS for the RPAR using the DB technique is
now defined. Assume the antenna is rotating in azimuth at a
constant speed of ω ◦s−1, a broadside transmit beam is spoiled
by a factor F , and RF beams are simultaneously generated
with digital beamforming techniques within the transmit beam
after reception [20]. Typically, the azimuthal sampling for
weather surveillance is set to either one beamwidth (θ1) as
illustrated in Fig. 2 (for a factor F = 5, and RF = 5) or
one-half beamwidth (0.5θ1, for a factor F = 5, and RF = 9).
Herein, the sampling spacing of receive beams will be referred
to as �θ1, where � is either 1 or 0.5. The one-way half-
power beamwidth is defined as the angular width in degrees
within which the microwave radiation power is at least one-
half of its peak intensity [29]. The two-way beamwidth, which
includes the effects of transmit and receive patterns, is defined
as the angular width in degrees within which the microwave
radiation is at least one-quarter of its peak intensity. Herein, the

two-way beamwidth definition is adopted and simply referred
to as the beamwidth. Finally, let us assume that the data
quality requirement sought in terms of bias and SD of the
radar-variables estimates defines the optimal CPI as a set of
M pulses at a pulse repetition time (PRT) of Ts seconds. With
this, the optimal radar rotation speed ω can be set to,

ω = �θ1

MTs

◦
s−1 (1)

in order to collect the desired CPI (MTs) over the specified
angular sampling of �θ1. It is noted that due to continuous
antenna rotation coupled with the need to perform coher-
ent processing of multiple samples, the resulting effective
antenna beamwidth is broader than the stationary inherent
antenna beamwidth. This effect, referred to as beam smearing
and defined as the fractional beamwidth increase due to
antenna motion and sampling, has been quantified by [30].
As demonstrated in this reference, beam smearing effects are
not controlled only by the rotation speed, but rather by the
normalized azimuthal sampling spacing, �. The value of � for
all cases illustrated in this article is 0.5, the same as that used
in the WSR-88D super-resolution scans. That is, if the CPI is
designed using (1) and with � of 0.5 or 1, beam smearing
effects incurred with the DB technique are analogous to those
incurred by the WSR-88D. As mentioned before, there are two
applications being considered for the DB CONOPS: 1) scan
time reduction and 2) variance reduction.

A. Scan Time Reduction

Applying the DB scan-time reduction strategy requires an
increase in the rotation speed. This allows the number of
samples per CPI to be reduced to MDB = M/RF , and the
rotation speed to be increased by a factor of RF to ωDB =
RFω. As the RPAR rotates at ωDB, a pulse train defined
by the CPI is continuously transmitted every Ts seconds,
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and MDB samples are received per CPI on each digitally
generated receive beam. Given that the antenna rotates at
ωDB MDBTs = �θ1 degrees per CPI and the azimuthal sam-
pling of the RF receive beams is set to �θ1, subsequent
receive beams (as illustrated in Fig. 2) sample approximately
the same azimuth location. That is, in a continuous rotation
regime, ωDB is such that the centers of resolution volumes
(defined by the effective beamwidths in azimuth and elevation,
and the range resolution) sampled by the set of RF beams
received every MDBTs seconds (from distinct transmit beams)
are associated with approximately the same location in space.
Samples received on these different transmit–receive beams
can then be coherently processed to get the MDB RF = M
samples required to obtain the desired data quality. Operating
the radar under this DB CONOPS results in reducing the scan
time by a factor RF while maintaining the same variance of
radar-variable estimates.

Comparing this DB CONOPS to that from a conventional
radar with a parabolic-reflector antenna, the DB technique
exploits the RPAR beamforming capability to reduce the scan
time. This comes at the expense of: 1) increased rotation speed;
2) two-way pattern increased sidelobe levels [28]; 3) reduced
sensitivity; and 4) an increased two-way beamwidth due to
the wider transmit beam. However, it is believed that some
of the listed limitations can be mitigated. The rotation speed
increase is technically possible as argued by [31], since the
rotating machinery is a mature technology and has a high
technology-readiness level. This reduces the risk of deploying
and maintaining RPAR pedestals capable of rotating at higher
speeds. The beamwidth and sidelobe level increases of the
two-way pattern could be reduced to the desired levels by
increasing the aperture size. This would entail the use of a
more aggressive taper on the receiving array to lower sidelobe
levels [32] and such that the resulting two-way beamwidth
and sidelobe levels meet the desired requirements [2]. The
amount by which the aperture has to be increased to achieve
similar sidelobe levels as those obtained when using narrow
beams on transmit and receive depends on the array size,
the spoiling factor used, and the pattern synthesis algorithm.
These should be considered at the RPAR’s design stage and is
beyond the scope of this study. A larger and heavier aperture
consuming more power requiring a pedestal that can support
higher rotation speeds may increase the system cost, but this
is dependent on the selection of RF and is likely still more
affordable than the four-faced MPAR. For example, for an
RPAR with a two-way stationary 1◦ beamwidth when using
narrow transmit–receive beams, the aperture would need to be
increased by ∼19% in azimuth for a spoiling factor of F = 3
if the resolution is to be maintained (i.e., the transmit–receive
combination results in an effective beamwidth of 1◦). And
finally, the sensitivity loss could be recovered by increasing
the power radiated by each array element or alternatively using
longer pulse-compression waveforms. For example, there is a
sensitivity loss relative to the narrow beam of ∼6.2 dB when
spoiling the transmit beam by a factor of 3, and ∼8.5 dB
by a factor of 5 for the illustrative antenna patterns presented
in Fig. 1. These sensitivity losses, which are greater than the
theoretical loss of 10log10(F), result from the pattern synthesis

technique used to produce the spoiled transmit beams used in
the DB technique [33].

B. Variance Reduction

For the second possible application, the number of samples
per CPI, the PRT, and the rotation speed are maintained at
M , Ts , and ω. Similar to the previous scenario, operation is
in a constant rotation regime, with RF receive beams being
digitally generated from each transmit beam. Receive beams
are directed at approximately the same azimuth angle, since
ωMTs = �θ1 and are spaced exactly by �θ1. Samples received
on these beams can be coherently combined to obtain MDB =
M RF samples. Thus, increasing the number of samples by
the factor RF can result in a significant reduction in the
variance of radar-variable estimates [29]. The reduction factor
depends on the dwell times and several signal characteristics,
but it is mostly controlled by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
the spectrum width (σv), and the copolar correlation coefficient
(ρhv), for the reflectivity and polarimetric-variable estimates.
It is noted that at high SNR, the reduction factor is directly
proportional to RF and independent of width or other signal
characteristics.

To illustrate the potential data quality improvement, Fig. 3
shows the SD of signal power estimates as a function of
the number of samples, M , computed from simulated time-
series data for a 10-cm wavelength radar with Ts = 3 ms
(typically used in surveillance scans), σv = 2 ms−1, and a
maximum unambiguous velocity va = 8.3 ms−1. A set of
SNR are selected to account for the spoil factors (F = 1 or
pencil, F = 3, F = 5) and the potential sensitivity reduction
incurred when spoiling the transmit beam. SNRs of 2 and
20 dB are selected for the pencil beam (F = 1) as a reference,
and SNRs for the spoiled beams are derived reducing those
by the corresponding sensitivity loss (i.e., 6.2 dB for F = 3
and 8.5 dB for F = 5). The markers on each curve illustrate
the potential reduction in the SD of power estimates for the
application of DB with spoiled factors of 3 and 5, and with
0.5θ1 sampling (i.e., RF = 5 and RF = 9, respectively), with
respect to the pencil beam without using DB. Specifically,
the circles on the curve show the SD of power estimates when
using DB to improve data quality with F = 3 and RF = 5,
and the stars show the SD of power estimates with F = 5 and
RF = 9. At medium-to-high SNRs (>∼8 dB), a reduction of
∼0.5–1 dB in the SD of estimates can be achieved using DB.
Even though this only shows the improvement for signal power
estimates, increasing the number of samples also reduces the
bias and SD of all spectral moments and polarimetric variables.
The CONOPS presented by this application of the DB also
exploits the RPAR beamforming capability, but now to reduce
the variance of radar-variable estimates. In comparison with
a similar pencil-beam CONOPS, this application would not
require an increase in the rotation speed and has the potential
of significantly reducing the fluctuation of estimates in the
fields of radar products (and thus improving interpretation of
the displayed fields).

These two applications of the DB technique may be highly
suitable for observing different types of precipitation systems.
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Fig. 3. SD of signal power estimates as a function of M for Ts = 3 ms, σv = 2 m s−1, and several representative SNRs. The dot markers at M1 = 15
represent the typical number of samples for the surveillance scan of VCP 212. Circle and star markers represent the number of samples obtained with DB
for �θ1 = 0.5θ1, and with F = 3 and F = 5, respectively.

That is, volume coverage patterns (VCPs) for observing fast-
evolving convective precipitation systems could use the first
application of the DB technique with its higher rotating speed,
while VCPs for stratiform precipitation systems could use
the second application collecting the higher number of samples
realizing reduced weather data variance.

For example, consider the normal WSR-88D operational
VCP number 212 for convective precipitation, which takes
approximately 4.5 minutes to complete the operation [34].
An RPAR using II.A with a spoil factor F = 1.5, RF = 3
(�θ1 = 0.5θ1), and rotating three times faster than the
WSR-88D could complete the VCP in about 1.5 min, main-
taining the same variance of estimates using all of the same
radar parameter constraints established for the operation. For
this relatively small spoiling factor, it is expected that addi-
tional RPAR design considerations to account for the use of
DB (under these assumptions) should not be very demand-
ing. Alternatively, consider the VCP number 32 for clear-air
or weak precipitation situations, which takes approximately
9.5 min to complete [34]. An RPAR using II.B with a spoil
factor F = 3, RF = 5 (�θ1 = 0.5), and rotating at the
same speed could complete the VCP in the same period, but
there would be a significant reduction in the SD of estimates
due to the increased number of samples (∼R1/2

F at high
SNR [29]). As noted, this is especially important for weak-
signal precipitation VCPs where coherent processing of a large
number of samples is required to detect and estimate signals
with low SNR. Furthermore, given that these systems do
not normally present strong reflectivity gradients, there would
be little impact from the higher two-way pattern sidelobe
levels. However, as discussed previously, spoiling the transmit
beam does lead to a reduction in sensitivity (e.g.,∼6.2 dB)
which reduces the detectability of some of the weaker echoes.
Nevertheless, the increase in number of samples results in
variance reduction and facilitates the reduction in censoring
thresholds that in turn partially compensates for the sensitivity
loss. This can be seen in Fig. 3 by comparing the SD of

power estimates in the black dot marker found on the solid
line (M1 = 15 at SNR = 20 dB) compared with the circle
marker on the dotted line (M3 = 75 at SNR = -4.2 dB) where
the SNR is 6.2 dB lower, yet the SD of estimates of M3 is
better.

Of course, the limitations related to the use of spoiled trans-
mit beams have to be considered for an operational use of the
DB technique. That is, important aspects have to be considered
in the design of the rotating pedestal and the antenna. Pedestals
would be required to rotate the antenna at higher speeds
(based on the scan-time reduction factor desired), and the
antenna aperture would have to be increased so that the two-
way sidelobes can be lowered (tapering the receive array) to
meet the prescribed requirements. One alternative proposed for
future research is to investigate the use of other beamforming
methods in conjunction with the DB technique to reduce
increased sidelobe levels. Both of these applications of the
DB technique are possible and are illustrated in Section IV.
The next section will advance the theoretical aspects of DB
by presenting a practical implementation of the technique and
discuss important antenna calibration considerations.

III. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION, CALIBRATION, AND

VERIFICATION OF THE DB TECHNIQUE

A. Implementation on the ATD System

The recently installed ATD radar system at the NSSL in
Norman, OK, is an active S-band planar dual-polarization
PAR. It was funded jointly by the NOAA and the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA). It is being developed by the
NSSL, the Cooperative Institute for Mesoscale Meteorolog-
ical Studies (CIMMS) at the University of Oklahoma, MIT
Lincoln Laboratory, and General Dynamics Mission Systems
[14], [35], [36]. The antenna is composed of 76 panels, where
each panel consists of an 8 × 8 set of radiating patch-antenna
elements with dual linear polarization (H and V), for a total
of 4,864 elements. The peak power for each antenna element
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is 6 W per polarization, which results in ∼29 kW of peak
transmit power. The system makes use of pulse compression to
meet sensitivity and range-resolution requirements [37], [38],
achieving a sensitivity of approximately 0 dBZ at 50 km.
The antenna elements in the ATD have been spaced by
half wavelength, which results in a ∼4 × 4 m aperture that
produces a ∼1.58◦ beamwidth on broadside. On receive, the
antenna is partitioned into overlapped subarrays (consisting of
8 panels each, 2 in azimuth by 4 in elevation) to produce
lower sidelobes and suppress grating lobes outside of the
main beam of the subarray pattern [39]. Through element-level
control of the magnitude and phase of transmitted signals, this
system is capable of synthesizing different beam patterns on
transmission. Therefore, the ATD can be used to implement
the DB technique in an experimental research environment.
The DB technique was implemented in the ATD using F = 3
with RF = 3 or 5 (� = 1 or 0.5) and using F = 5 with
RF = 5 or 9 (� = 1 or 0.5).

Initial array calibration was performed in the anechoic
chamber at MIT Lincoln Laboratory, whereby individual
element transmit powers and phases were measured. These
measurements were used to derive lookup tables that digitally
equalize the power of each element and align their phases. The
next subsection provides important calibration considerations
needed for an effective implementation of the DB technique.

B. Calibration of Power in DB Implementation

The spoiled transmit beams produced by the ATD are syn-
thesized using phase-only coefficients to maximize the power
on transmit [33]. The co-polar main lobes of these antenna
patterns were measured using the calibration infrastructure
installed in the vicinity of the ATD [40], and those corre-
sponding to the horizontal polarization are shown in Fig. 4
(axes are scaled to enhance visual interpretation). Azimuth-
plane measurements of the horizontal polarization broadside
transmit beams, as well as the two-way beams resulting from
the use of each of these transmit beams with narrow beams on
reception are presented in Fig. 5. Note that two-way beams are
normalized (for visual interpretation) using the highest peak
in the set of digitally formed beams.

Examination of the two-way beams in Fig. 5(c) and (d)
reveals variations in the magnitude of beam peaks. These beam
peak differences arise as a consequence of the small ripples
in the spoiled transmit beams [Fig. 5(a)], which have to be
digitally compensated prior to DB processing. The beamwidth
and peak-sidelobe level (PSL) of the two-way beams were
measured and the results for the horizontal polarization are
presented in Tables I and II, respectively. Similar results were
obtained for the vertical polarization beams.

It is apparent from these measurements that the beamwidth
is not constant and that two-way beams near the edge of
the spoiled transmit beam’s main lobe are narrower. This is
due to the sharp decay in main-lobe energy (from the spoiled
beam) on the digitally formed receive beams near the edges.
Given that the beamwidth determines the resolution volume,
where most of the main-lobe energy is concentrated, it is
important to consider these variations for both the horizontal

Fig. 4. Measured one-way normalized ATD antenna main-lobe transmit
patterns. (a) Narrow beam, (b) beam spoiled by F = 3, and (c) beam spoiled
by F = 5.

and vertical polarizations to produce accurate polarimetric
measurements using the DB technique. It is also noted that the
PSL increases significantly with the use of spoiled transmit
beams. Specifically, the measurements indicate an average
increase of approximately 17.52 dB for F = 3 and 21.88 dB
for F = 5, both with respect to the narrow beam. The PSL
of the two-way beams near the edges for negative azimuth
angles appears to be consistently lower (for both F = 3 and
F = 5). This is explained by observing that even though
the narrow transmit beam (blue trace in Fig. 5(a) has good
symmetry, the two-way narrow beam does not [Fig. 5(b)].
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Fig. 5. Azimuth-plane measurements of ATD horizontal polarization antenna patterns on broadside (a) one-way transmit narrow and spoiled beams for F =
3 and F = 5, (b) two-way narrow beam, (c) two-way spoiled beams for F = 3 and RF = 5, and (d) two-way spoiled beams for F = 5 and RF = 9. For
(c) and (d), the beam steering angles are computed for 0.5θ1 sampling.

TABLE I

MEASURED ATD TWO-WAY ANTENNA PATTERN BEAMWIDTHS

TABLE II

MEASURED ATD TWO-WAY ANTENNA PATTERN PEAK SIDELOBE LEVELS

The appearance of the first sidelobe on the two-way narrow
beam pattern at approximately −2.6◦ in azimuth indicates
that the one-way receive beam sidelobe levels are higher on
the negative azimuth angles. As the one-way receive beam
is digitally steered toward negative azimuth angles, the first
sidelobe gets suppressed by the decaying main lobe on the
spoiled transmit beam. The presence of this first sidelobe was
confirmed by examining the one-way receive beam pattern (not
shown here).

Power calibration for the DB technique was performed to
ensure that the powers measured by receive beams in each

polarization (H and V calibrated independently) are equal
for the same target. Considering that this is a weather radar,
a calibration procedure for volumetric targets was carried
out. First, main-lobe (null to null) powers for the measured
two-way beams [single cuts shown in Fig. 5(b)–(d)] were
integrated in azimuth and elevation. Then, using the center
beam as a reference and normalizing its integrated power
to 0 dB, other beams were digitally compensated by the
relative difference between their integrated main-lobe power
with respect to that of the center beam. This ensures that the
integrated powers of all main lobes are equal. The approach is
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Fig. 6. Fields of reflectivity produced from two-way beams with F = 5 and RF = 9. (Top row) uncalibrated and (Bottom row) calibrated.

similar to that discussed in [41] and [42], although main-lobe
integrated powers are used here instead of beam peaks. Note
that given the significant beamwidth variations (as presented
in Table I), which leads to resolution volumes of different
sizes, compensating with the two-way beam peak differences
only would not be sufficient for distributed weather targets.
Details about polarimetric calibration using the DB technique
are not presented here and are left for future research.

The measurements presented in this subsection motivate
the importance of accurate calibration of signal power to
successfully implement the DB technique. The calibration
procedure for signal phase is outlined in the next subsection.

C. Calibration of Phase in DB Implementation

In addition to correcting for signal power differences as a
function of steering angle, the phases of the two-way beams
may have to be aligned to ensure a coherent transition across
the RF receive beams for Doppler processing. Achieving phase
calibration requires two considerations. First, similar to the
power calibration, instantaneous phases of the two-way beam
peaks were measured and digitally aligned. It consists of
measuring signal phases at the peak of each of the two-way
beams and deriving a set of phase alignment coefficients such
that all two-way beam-peak phases are equal (arbitrarily set
to 0◦ here). Then, phase alignment coefficients are applied
digitally at the signal processor. Second, a deterministic phase
difference arises because the antenna plane does not contain
the center of rotation (due to the antenna arm used to attach the
antenna to the pedestal, which displaces the antenna from the
rotation center). That is, the phase centers for consecutive
two-way DBs are shifted by

δθ = 2π
d

λ
[1 − cos(ωMDBTs)] [deg] (2)

where d is the distance between the center of rotation and the
array phase center, and λ is the radar wavelength. This deter-
ministic phase compensation factor aligns the phase centers for
the two-way DBs. It is noted that this depends on the particular
RPAR design, and it may not be necessary if the antenna and
the axis of rotation are in the same plane. Phase calibration
is critical for the DB technique to achieve the scan-time

reduction of RF . If the phases of signals from DB samples are
not coherent across two-way beam transitions, the combined
time-series data cannot be coherently processed. Any loss
of coherency from sample to sample would prevent the use
of conventional pulse-pair or spectral processing methods
(e.g., clutter filtering).

Calibration allowed the implementation of DB to demon-
strate both applications proposed in Section II, namely: 1) scan
time reduction and 2) variance reduction. The proof-of-concept
implementation of the DB technique on the ATD allows
for F = 3 or F = 5 with RF = 5 or 9, respectively
(0.5θ1 sampling), and a rotation speed of ω = 4 or 8◦ s−1.
In addition, a narrow beam mode that mimics the operation
of a reflector-antenna radar was implemented to validate the
results from using the DB technique.

D. Verification of Implementation and Calibrations

Calibration is verified by digitally applying calibration cor-
rections derived in II.B to volumetric weather targets. A sector
scan was collected on March 27, 2020 at 18:07:45 Z, by com-
manding the ATD system to mechanically rotate clockwise
from 300◦ to 340◦ in azimuth at ω1 = 4◦ s−1, and a constant
0.5◦ elevation angle. A total of 64 pulses were collected per
CPI at a PRT of 3 ms, resulting in a 0.5θ1 azimuthal sampling
spacing. The broadside transmit beam was spoiled with F = 5,
and RF = 9 beams were generated for each polarization on
reception. The data recording period for every pulse was set
to capture samples from 100 to 450 μs, which correspond to
ranges between 15 and 67.5 km.

Data from all receive beams observing the convective pre-
cipitation system were initially processed without applying
calibration corrections. Fields of reflectivity produced for
individual uncalibrated receive beams are shown in the top
row of Fig. 6. Comparing the panels from either one of
the edge beams (ϕ−4 and ϕ4) with the center beam (ϕ0),
noticeable differences (∼2–3 dB) can be seen in the estimated
fields although the time lag between them is only 0.768 s.
Differences for other receive beams are present as well, but
they may not be as apparent in this qualitative comparison.
Analogous fields of reflectivity derived by applying calibration
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Fig. 7. Histograms of reflectivity differences (δZ) computed from gate-to-gate differences between reflectivity fields shown in Fig. 6. (a) Uncalibrated beams
and (b) calibrated beams. Differences are computed with respect to the center beam, ϕ0.

corrections are shown in the bottom row of Fig. 6. No qual-
itative differences are observed in reflectivity estimates from
these panels, which corroborate the effectiveness of calibration
corrections given that observations from all receive beams are
similar.

A quantitative evaluation of calibration corrections is carried
out to confirm these results. Gate-to-gate differences between
reflectivity fields estimated from each beam (ϕi) with respect
to the center beam (ϕ0) are computed for the uncalibrated and
calibrated cases to produce histograms of reflectivity differ-
ences (δZ), presented in Fig. 7. Considering the relatively slow
evolution of the weather with respect to the time differences
among these beams (<1 s), it is expected that δZ should
be zero-mean with an SD roughly dictated by the radar’s
acquisition parameters (M and Ts) and signal characteristics
(SNR and σv). Panel (a) shows the histograms of δZ for
uncalibrated reflectivities, while panel (b) shows the same for
calibrated reflectivities. Results in (a) show that, on average,
receive beams ϕ−4 and ϕ4 (which are symmetric about the
broadside) are equally biased by ∼ −2.5 dB, while other
receive beams also present lower negative biases on average
(∼1.5 dB for ϕ±3, ∼0.7 dB for ϕ±2, and < 0.25 dB for ϕ±1).
These negative biases are consistent with the power calibration
corrections derived for the receive beams. Results in (b) verify
the effectiveness of calibration corrections, as the histograms
corresponding to all beams are centered more closely around
zero with mean values < 0.054 dB.

To verify phase calibration, samples from a resolution
volume containing a stationary point target were extracted
from all nine two-way beams and were coherently processed to
form a DB-CPI of 576 samples (9 × 64). These were used to
estimate the targets’ Doppler spectrum. The uncalibrated and
calibrated spectra are shown in Fig. 8. Both phase corrections
were applied to estimate the calibrated spectrum. It is apparent
that phase discontinuities in the uncalibrated time-series IQ
data result in the appearance of spurious harmonics, which are
not present after phase calibration. In the next section, both DB
applications are illustrated by scanning actual weather echoes
and completing a quantitative analysis of the results.

Fig. 8. Doppler spectra for the stationary point-target without phase
calibration (blue curve) and with phase calibration (black curve).

IV. DEMONSTRATION OF DB APPLICATIONS

Implementation and testing of candidate research techniques
on actual radar systems can provide significant practical value
to consider an operational implementation of the proposed
technique. After implementation and calibration of the DB
technique, data were collected with the ATD system to
demonstrate both applications proposed in Section II. Radar
calibration parameters derived using the procedure described
in Section III are applied in the digital signal processor for
these demonstration experiments.

A. Experimental Sector Scans

For the first experiment, three sector scans were collected
in rapid succession on March 19, 2020. For scan 1, the ATD
rotated at ω1 = 4◦ s−1, the broadside transmit beam was
spoiled with F = 3, and RF = 5 beams were generated
for each polarization on reception. Data from this scan were
collected at 17:48:54 Z, and are used to demonstrate the DB
technique for data quality improvement (Section II.B). For
scan 2, the ATD rotated at ω2 = 4◦ s−1, both the transmit
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and receive beams were broadside narrow, mimicking the
operation of a conventional reflector-based radar. Data from
this scan were collected at 17:49:46 Z, and are used here as a
reference to verify the DB data. For scan 3, the ATD rotated
at ω3 = 8◦ s−1, the broadside transmit beam was spoiled
with F = 3, and RF = 5 beams were generated for each
polarization on reception. Data from this scan were collected
at 17:50:25 Z and are used to demonstrate the DB technique
for scan time reduction by a factor of 2 (Section II.A). It should
be noted that using RF = 5 beams could allow a scan time
reduction by a factor of 5, but that would require rotating
five times faster, which was not possible at the time of this
experiment. Thus, data from three two-way beams in scan 3
were discarded prior to DB processing to establish a fair per-
formance comparison with scan 2. For all three scans, the radar
broadside was commanded to mechanically rotate clockwise
from 140◦ to 166◦ in azimuth, at constant 0.5◦ elevation, with
a continuous pulse transmission at Ts = 3 ms. The settings
for scans 1 and 2 result in 64 pulses for 0.5θ1 sampling in
azimuth, while settings for scan 3 result in 32 pulses for 0.5θ1

sampling in azimuth since ω3 = 2ω1. Note that since � = 0.5
for all scans, beam smearing effects (defined earlier as the
fractional beamwidth increase) are equivalent on both scans.
Specifically, the beamwidth of the ATD when using narrow
pencil beams is 1.58◦, which increases to approximately 1.64◦
when � = 0.5. The average intrinsic ATD beamwidth of the
5 receive beams (see Table I) when using DB with F = 3
and RF = 5 is 2.04◦, which increases to approximately 2.13◦
when � = 0.5. The data recording period for every pulse was
set to capture samples from 200 to 600 μs, which correspond
to ranges between 30 and 90 km. Receiver range-time samples
were produced at a rate of 4 MHz, which results in a range
sampling interval of 37.5 m.

Data from scans 1 and 3 were processed using the DB tech-
nique. That is, IQ data from two-way beams were calibrated in
magnitude and phase and CPIs pointed in the same direction
where grouped for processing. Radials of DB-CPIs from
scan 1 resulted in 320 (5 × 64) IQ samples per range gate,
while radials of data from scan 3 resulted in 64 (2 × 32) IQ
samples per range gate. Data from scan 2 were processed using
conventional signal processing techniques with radials of data
with 64 IQ samples per range gate. Range-time processing was
set to incoherently average samples from six consecutive range
gates, which results in a range sampling spacing of 225 m.
In addition, to exclude the impact of the wider beamwidth
in scan 1 (with respect to scan 2), and strictly evaluate the
improvement of the DB technique on scan 1 data, these data
were reprocessed using the IQ samples collected with the
broadside beam only (i.e., no DB and 64 IQ samples per
range gate). Fields of radar-variable estimates resulting from
processing the data from these scans are presented in Fig. 9.
Panels are organized as follows: the top row corresponds to
scan 1, the second row corresponds to the reprocessed scan 1
data using the broadside beam only, the third row corresponds
to scan 2, and the bottom row corresponds to scan 3; the
columns from left to right show fields of radar reflectivity (Zh),
differential reflectivity (ZDR), differential phase (�DP),
and ρhv.

B. Demonstration of Variance Reduction

A qualitative comparison of radar-variable estimates from
scans 1 and 2 is discussed first. While scan times were the
same (∼6.5 s), the fields from scan 1 are spatially smoother
compared with their scan 2 counterparts. This is a consequence
of the combined effects of: 1) a reduction in the SD of
estimates from the larger number of samples available for
processing when using the DB technique and 2) a degrada-
tion in the spatial resolution of data collected with the DB
technique (i.e., wider beamwidth), resulting from the use of
spoiled transmit beams. Effects from 2) are excluded in the
fields presented in the second row of Fig. 9, which were
processed using IQ data from broadside beam in scan 1 only
(although the transmit beam was spoiled by 3). Qualitative
comparison of corresponding fields in the first and second
rows of Fig. 9 confirms that there is a significant reduction
in the variance of estimates when using the DB technique
(first row). This is observed for all fields but is more noticeable
in the fields of ZDR. The smoothness of the field indicates a
reduction in the SD of estimates. Also, comparing the fields of
Zh and ZDR, it is apparent that power calibration for the DB
technique was achieved since no data artifacts are observed,
and estimates from scans 1 and 2 have comparable values.
Comparison of the fields of �DP from scans 1 and 2 indicates
that phase calibration was also achieved successfully. Careful
examination of the Zh and ZDR fields reveals what appears
to be sidelobe contamination in the estimates from scan 1.
This is observed in the Zh and ZDR fields from scan 1 in
the area surrounding the strong Zh core (∼57 dBZ) located
to the south of the sector (indicated with white arrows in the
panels of ρhv). This can also be inferred by comparing the
fields of ρhv estimates, where lower signal cross correlation
values (∼0.85–0.90) are observed in data from scan 1 around
the suspected area with sidelobe contamination. This was
expected, considering the significantly higher sidelobes on
the two-way patterns resulting from the use of the spoiled
transmit beams (F = 3), especially in the presence of a strong
reflectivity gradient.

The spatial resolution appears to be slightly better on
data from scan 2. This was also anticipated, considering
the increased beamwidth of the two-way patterns resulting
from the use of the spoiled transmit beam (F = 3). The
ATD system was not designed to meet the beamwidth or
sidelobe-level requirements specified in [2] using a narrow
pencil beam and, consequently, it is even farther away from
meeting these requirements when using this proof-of-concept
implementation of the DB technique. Finally, a predicted
sensitivity difference is observed by comparing the coverage of
weather echoes in all radar variables. This difference appears
to be smaller than the sensitivity loss from using a spoiled
transmit beam and it is due to the increased number of samples
obtained with the DB technique. That is, the performance of
the coherency-based thresholding [43] technique in recovering
valid weather measurements is improved by the increased
number of samples. Since coherency-based thresholding is
used to process both data sets, but more samples are available
using the DB technique, more data that would otherwise have
been filtered (i.e., without DB) are recovered.
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Fig. 9. Radar-variable estimates obtained from three scans collected in rapid succession. Panels are organized as follows: the top row corresponds to scan 1
(DB with F = 3, RF = 5), the second row corresponds to the reprocessed scan 1 using the broadside beam only (DB with F = 3, RF = 1), the third row
corresponds to scan 2 (narrow beam), and the bottom row corresponds to scan 3 (DB with F = 3, RF = 2); the columns from left to right show fields of
radar reflectivity (Zh), differential reflectivity (ZDR), differential phase (�DP), and copolar correlation coefficient (ρhv).
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Fig. 10. Spatial fields of SD were produced using a running window of three beams in azimuth by three gates in range on the fields of ZDR from Fig. 9.
Comparing the left and center fields reveals the data quality improvement of the DB technique over the conventional processing and comparing the center
and right fields shows that comparable data quality was achieved by scanning weather echoes twice as fast.

Fig. 11. Median spatial SD per radial of ZDR as a function of azimuth. The blue, black, and green curves are from scans 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

C. Demonstration for Scan Reduction Times

Next, a comparison of radar-variable estimates from
scans 2 and 3 is presented. Scan 3 data were collected in
approximately 3.25 s, twice as fast as data from scan 2. Since
data from scan 3 were collected at ω3 = 8◦ s−1, a set of
M = 0.5θ1/(ω3Ts) = 32 samples were obtained for every
two-way beam. Using the DB technique with RF = 2 and
coherently combining IQ data from 2 beams pointed in
approximately the same direction resulted in an effective CPI
of 64 samples per radial. This CPI matches that of scan 2,
and it is expected to result in similar data quality even though
it was collected twice as fast. An analogous examination of
radar-variable estimates confirms this hypothesis. That is, all
fields have similar spatial texture, indicating that the SD of
estimates is comparable. And while no data artifacts related
to calibration are apparent, the region with suspected sidelobe
contamination is present in data from scan 3, as expected.
Possible ways to mitigate the impact on spatial resolution and
sensitivity incurred by the use of spoiled transmit beams are
provided in the conclusions.

To quantify the variance reduction as a result of using the
DB technique, a spatial texture was derived from Z DR fields.
Spatial texture fields were produced using a running window of
three beams in azimuth by three gates in range and computing
the SD of estimates in the window. Comparing the left and
center spatial SD fields in Fig. 10 reveals the data quality
improvement of the DB technique over the conventional
processing, while comparing the center and right spatial SD
fields shows that data from scans 2 and 3 have comparable
quality. Finally, Fig. 11 shows the median spatial SD per radial
as a function of azimuth, where the blue, black, and green
curves represent data from scans 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
The average reduction in the SD of estimates for the results
shown in Fig. 11 (i.e., the average of the ratio between the
black and blue plots in linear units) is ∼1.58. Considering
that the SD of estimates depends not only on the number of
samples, but also on signal characteristics such as the SNR
and σv , and assuming high SNRs, the lowest bound on the SD
reduction factor would be 1 (i.e., no reduction for small σv )
and the upper bound would be (RF)0.5 ∼ 2.23 [29]. The SD
reduction obtained here (for an actual range of SNRs and σv ’s)
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is within the expected theoretical bounds and illustrates this
application of the DB technique. It is clear from these results
that a comparable spatial SD of estimates is achieved when
using the DB technique described in Section II.A and that the
spatial SD of estimates is significantly improved when using
the DB technique in Section II.B. In Section V, a qualita-
tive comparative analysis of DB data and WSR-88D data is
presented.

V. VERIFICATION OF DB DATA WITH KOUN RADAR

With the improvements of the DB technique in scan time
or SD reduction illustrated in the previous subsection, data
produced with this technique were verified by comparing
them to a WSR-88D radar system. The KOUN radar in
Norman, OK is operated and maintained by the NSSL and it is
collocated with the ATD system. It serves as an experimental
testbed for research and development of new techniques. Two
simultaneous data collection experiments are presented for
the verification process. The first one is used to evaluate the
quality of spectral moments, namely Zh , Doppler velocity (v),
and σv . This case was selected because the Doppler velocities
observed for this weather event did not exceed the maximum
unambiguous velocity (va) on the scan from the ATD radar
(va = 8.27 m s−1). The second experiment was used to eval-
uate the quality of polarimetric variables, namely, ZDR, �DP,
and ρhv. This case was selected because of the widespread
nature of the weather event observed, which covered most of
the sector observed with the ATD using the DB technique.

A. Experiment Comparing Quality of Spectral Moments

The first experiment was conducted on March 4, 2020. The
ATD system was commanded to rotate at ω = 4◦ s−1,
the broadside transmit beam was spoiled with F = 3, and
RF = 5 beams were generated for each polarization on
reception. Data from this scan were collected at 02:44:54 Z,
as a stratiform precipitation system was advecting from the
west and passing to the south of the radar site. The radar
boresight was commanded to mechanically rotate clockwise
from 150◦ to 175◦ in azimuth and at constant 0.5◦ elevation,
with a continuous pulse transmission at Ts = 3 ms.

Similar to the first scan in the previous section, this scan
resulted in 64 pulses for 0.5θ1 sampling in azimuth. The
data recording period for every pulse was set to capture
samples from 400 μs to 1200 μs, corresponding to ranges
of 60–180 km. Receiver range-time samples were produced at
a rate of 4 MHz, which resulted in a range sampling interval
of 37.5 m. The KOUN radar was following the operational
VCP number 215, which commands to antenna system to
rotate at 21.15◦ s−1 at the lowest elevation angle (0.5◦).
For this elevation, the CPIs from the surveillance scan con-
sist of 30 samples at Ts = 3 ms−1, with 0.5θ1 azimuthal
sampling of 0.5◦, since the beamwidth of this system is
approximately 1◦. Data for the lowest elevation of the VCP
were collected with the KOUN radar at 02:44:41 Z, and
IQ data from the same azimuthal sector (i.e., 150◦ to 175◦)
were extracted for processing. Receiver range-time samples
were produced at a rate of 0.6 MHz, which resulted in range
sampling interval of 250 m.

There are several architectural differences between these
two systems, the most relevant ones for this comparison being
the antenna system and the scan strategies. However, with
access to the received IQ data from both systems, the signal
processing can be modified to compensate some system differ-
ences for a more fair data quality comparison. First, azimuthal
resolution can be made equal by considering the impact of
the rotation rate on the antenna patterns. That is, the effective
antenna pattern [30] of an antenna rotating at uniform rate can
be derived considering the displacement of resolution volumes
for every sample in the CPI. This effective pattern defines an
effective beamwidth that determines the azimuthal resolution
of the data.

Considering the previously mentioned radar parameters for
the KOUN radar, it was determined through simulations that
to increase KOUN’s effective beamwidth to ∼1.58◦ (and thus
match the ATD beamwidth), the samples per CPI should be
increased to MK OU N = 38. Since the number of samples
per CPI from each two-way receive beam (i.e., prior to
applying DB processing) from the ATD was 64, 24 samples
were discarded to get MAT D = 38. Range-time processing
was set to use only the third out of every six samples in
range, resulting in a range resolution of 225 m but without
increasing the effective number of samples through averaging.
Finally, azimuthal sampling of data was set to 0.79◦ for
0.5θ1 sampling. The second-order differences such as radar
frequency (both are S-band radars), sensitivity, sidelobe levels,
elevation beamwidth, and antenna height with respect to the
ground were neglected for this comparison.

Data from these scans were processed with the considera-
tions described, and the DB technique was used on data from
the ATD system to improve the data quality. Radar-variable
estimates from these scans are presented in Fig. 12. Panels are
organized as follows: the top row corresponds to data from the
KOUN radar, while the bottom row corresponds to the data
from the ATD radar; columns from left to right show fields of
estimated Zh , v, and σv .

A comparison of corresponding estimates from both radars
indicates that despite system differences, fields appear to be
very similar to data from the ATD radar having superior SD
due to the large number of samples (5 × 38 = 190) per CPI
produced by the DB technique. Comparison of v fields shows
that velocities from the ATD data estimated using the DB
technique are qualitatively similar to velocities estimated from
the KOUN data. This provides evidence of accurate phase
calibration on the DB data, which comprises alignment of
instantaneous two-way beam-peak phases and phase correction
for the shifted antenna phase centers.

Also, estimates of σv from the ATD using the DB technique
appear to have significantly lower SD. That is, while the
σv field estimated from KOUN data has a noisy texture
(indicating a larger SD of estimates), estimates from the
ATD data result in a smoother texture, creating a field that
is easier to interpret. Accurate estimation of σv is typically
challenging, especially for narrow spectra [44]. The increased
number of available samples obtained with the DB technique
seems to significantly improve the performance of the esti-
mator. Examining the Zh estimates from ATD data reveals
no apparent evidence of sidelobe contamination. This was
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Fig. 12. Radar-variable estimates from weather echoes observed on March 4, 2020 with (top) the KOUN radar, and (bottom) the ATD radar using the DB
technique with F = 3 and RF = 5. Columns from left to right show fields of estimated Zh , v , and σv .

expected given that the observed precipitation system does
not present strong reflectivity gradients that would result in
sidelobe contamination. While the sensitivity of the KOUN
radar is superior than that of the ATD radar using a beam
with F = 3 by ∼13 dB (∼7.5 dB for two-way narrow beam),
it appears that there is no appreciable sensitivity impact on
these data.

B. Experiment Comparing Quality of Polarimetric Variables

The second experiment occurred on November 20, 2019.
The ATD system was commanded to rotate at ω = 4◦ s−1,
the broadside transmit beam was spoiled with F = 5, and
RF = 9 beams were generated for each polarization on
reception. Data from this scan were collected at 20:48:26 Z
as widespread weak precipitation system was approaching
the radar site from the west. The radar boresight was com-
manded to mechanically rotate clockwise from 260◦ to 280◦
in azimuth and at constant 0.5◦ elevation, with a continuous
pulse transmission at Ts = 3 ms. Similar to the previous
scans presented, this resulted in 64 transmit pulses for 0.5θ1

sampling in azimuth. The data recording period for every pulse

was set to capture range-time samples from 100 to 1000 μs,
corresponding to ranges from 15 to 150 km. Similar to the
previous case, the KOUN radar was following the operational
VCP number 215. Data for the lowest elevation of the VCP
were collected with the KOUN radar at 20:48:42 Z, and IQ
data from the same azimuth sector (i.e., 260◦ to 280◦) were
extracted for processing. All other data recording and process-
ing settings are the same as the ones described previously in
this subsection.

Data from these scans were processed with the considera-
tions described, and the DB technique was used on data from
the ATD system to improve the data quality. Radar-variable
estimates from the KOUN scan are presented in Fig. 13,
and corresponding ones from the ATD scan are presented
in Fig. 14. Panels for both figures are organized as follows:
top-left shows fields of estimated Zh (for reference), top-right
shows Z DR , bottom-left shows �DP, and bottom-right shows
ρhv. Similar to the analysis for the spectral moments, esti-
mates from both radars appear to be very similar, but data
from the ATD radar have superior quality due to the larger
number of samples (9 × 38 = 342) per CPI produced by the
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Fig. 13. Radar-variable estimates from weather echoes observed on November 20, 2019 at 20:48:42 Z with the KOUN radar: Zh (top left), ZDR (top right),
�DP (bottom left), and ρhv (bottom right).

Fig. 14. Radar-variable estimates from weather echoes observed on November 20, 2019 at 20:48:26 Z with the ATD radar using the DB technique with
F = 5 and RF = 9: Zh (top-left), ZDR (top-right), �DP (bottom-left), and ρhv (bottom-right).

DB technique. Examination of corresponding ZDR fields shows
good agreement in the mean value of estimates up to a range
of ∼102 km. Beyond that range, estimates from KOUN data
have very poor quality (i.e., high measurement errors), which
lowers the value of these data for posterior interpretation
or quantitative precipitation estimation processing. This is
because polarimetric-variable estimates are more sensitive to
measurement noise, and higher SNRs are necessary to achieve
the precision levels required (SNR ∼ 8–10 dB).

Despite the large sensitivity difference between these radars,
the additional reduction of SD achieved by the DB technique

allows for more precise estimation of the ZDR field for most
of the observed sector. Similarly, there is good agreement
between corresponding �DP and ρhv fields, with the ATD data
using the DB technique showing superior quality at low SNR
(past ∼102 km in range). There is a small sensitivity difference
observed far down range (∼135–150 km), where weak echoes
in the Zh field are censored on the ATD data, and ρhv estimates
become invalid (i.e., ρhv > 1).

The analysis presented in this section shows great promise
for the DB application for data quality improvements when
observing stratiform precipitation systems, where sidelobe
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contamination is unlikely to be present and spatial resolution
is not critical. The increased number of samples available to
estimate spectral moments and polarimetric variables provides
fields with visibly less noisiness, which could potentially
enhance interpretation and posterior processing of the radar
base data.

VI. CONCLUSION

Meeting the demanding Optimal Functional Requirements
introduced in the NOAA/NWS requirements for future weather
surveillance radar will require exploiting capabilities of
advanced radar systems. The RPAR architecture may be an
affordable candidate that meets threshold requirements and
proper CONOPS solutions can be expected to meet some
of the optimal requirements that NOAA/NWS has targeted.
By exploiting a PAR’s unique dynamic capabilities in con-
junction with the application of advanced signal processing
techniques, it is possible to design an RPAR CONOPS capable
of reducing scan times and/or the variance of radar-variable
estimates. The DBs technique presented in this article could
provide a way to reduce the RPAR scan times and achieve the
required volumetric update times (∼1 min), or reduce the vari-
ance of estimates to the desired level, or a combination of both.
Other digital beamforming techniques have been proposed for
RPAR systems; however, the novelty of the DB technique
is that it allows the coherent combination and processing
of CPIs from different receive beams, and it is the first
demonstration of digital beamforming in azimuth using dual-
polarization weather RPAR. The DB technique was introduced
in Section II, and two new CONOPS applications for it were
described, namely, the scan time (II.A) and the variance (II.B)
reduction techniques. The two-way beam patterns for the
narrow and spoiled transmit beams were characterized in terms
of the spatial resolution (beamwidth and peak sidelobe levels)
in Section III. These measurements were used to quantify the
impact of using spoiled transmit beams on the data quality and
to provide a calibration procedure for the implementation and
testing of the technique. Power calibration for the DB tech-
nique was verified by scanning meteorological volume targets
and showing that the power distributions of calibrated two-way
beams were unbiased. Phase calibration for the DB technique
was verified by scanning an external stationary point target and
comparing the measured phases of two-way beams prior-to and
post applying the calibration procedure. Section IV provided
experimental results of using the DB technique with the ATD
radar. The first DB application is illustrated in Section IV-A
by collecting two scans of data, one using a two-way narrow
beam (for reference) rotating the PAR at ω = 4 ◦ s−1, and
the other using the DB technique and collecting comparable
data twice as fast. The second application is illustrated in
Section IV.B by collecting two scans of data, one using a
two-way narrow beam (for reference) rotating the PAR at
ω = 4 ◦ s−1, and the other using the DB technique which pro-
duced visibly smoother fields of radar products. While some
evidence of apparent sidelobe contamination was observed
when using spoiled transmit beams, this was expected consid-
ering that the ATD radar was not designed to achieve required
sidelobe levels when using spoiled transmit beams.

An essential step to validate the performance of the DB
technique was presented in Section V, where data from a collo-
cated WSR-88D radar (KOUN) were collected simultaneously
with the ATD using the DB technique. While these systems
are different, a procedure for a fairer comparison was used and
described in Section V. Two cases were presented to compare
the quality of spectral moments and polarimetric variables.
Qualitative results show a high degree of agreement between
the fields of radar variables produced by processing the data
from these systems, with the ATD fields (produced using the
DB technique) exhibiting improved spatial textures. In particu-
lar, polarimetric-variable estimates were shown to greatly ben-
efit from the variance reduction when using the DB technique.
Finally, no impact from higher sidelobe levels was observed on
these cases (as expected), since these stratiform precipitation
systems did not present high reflectivity gradients.

Considering electronic steering capabilities of the RPAR,
it may be more convenient to electronically scan in elevation
(and mechanically in azimuth). Under this operating mode,
beam steering biases typical in PARs [45] have to be corrected
for accurate polarimetric measurements. Nevertheless, since
the beam will remain in the vertical principal plane when using
the DB technique, it is expected that copolar beam steering
biases can be corrected through a calibration procedure sim-
ilar to the one presented in this article and that cross-polar
contamination will not introduce significant biases. This is
supported by the results presented in [46], which show that
measurement biases from copolar and cross-polar patterns are
the lowest along the principal planes and that one-way cross-
polar pattern powers in both H and V are below −60 dB along
them. The DB technique could also be used to scan steering
angles away from both principal planes; however, an effec-
tive polarimetric-calibration procedure would be required to
achieve the required estimate accuracies. We note that this
is not a limitation of the DB technique, but a much broader
challenge in polarimetric PAR calibration for which mitigation
schemes are currently being investigated.

Results presented show that the DB technique can be used
to reduce the scan time or the variance of radar-variable
estimates, at the expense of degraded sensitivity and spatial
resolution (i.e., beamwidth and sidelobe levels) compared with
two-way narrow pencil beams formed with the same RPAR.
A possible way to mitigate the degradation in spatial resolution
is to design an aperture that meets the beamwidth require-
ments when using narrow beams and increase the size of
the receive aperture only to lower sidelobe levels of two-way
beams using spoiled transmit tapers. Another alternative is
to define an operational mode in which spatial resolution
and sensitivity degradations resulting from the use of the DB
technique are an acceptable tradeoff to reduce the scan time
or the variance of radar-variable estimates. Possible ways to
mitigate the sensitivity reduction include increasing the ele-
ment peak transmit power or using longer pulse-compression
waveforms. Another limitation of the technique involves the
azimuthal rotation speed. That is, to achieve large scan-time
reduction factors using the DB technique, azimuthal rotation
speed has to be increased by the desired reduction factor.
Considering the mechanical rotation machinery has a high
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technology-readiness level, achieving higher rotation speeds
with this well-known pedestal technology reduces the risk of
designing, building, and deploying RPAR systems with higher
rotation rates. Achieving high reduction factors (e.g., RF = 5)
may be the challenging point due to the required rotation
speeds, consider that an operational implementation can be
designed using a small time-reduction factor (e.g., RF = 2).
This relatively low increase in the rotation speed increase
would bring a significant reduction in the scan time, with
relatively modest demands on mechanical rotators. This would
reduce the relative increase in the aperture size required to
meet two-way sidelobe requirements given that a narrower
spoiled transmit beam would be used.

An important and unique aspect to consider for the deploy-
ment of an RPAR is the increase of reflections coming from
a water-coated radome. While spherical radomes may be
the most suitable candidate for the RPAR because of the
symmetric properties of the geometry, they may reflect part of
the transmit beam energy on the array when the electronically
steered beams reach angles far from the broadside (e.g., >20◦,
depends on the array geometry). Internal reflections levels
at that point could increase by several decibels since the
water layer on the radome increases the radome backscattering
cross section. A direct implementation of the DB technique
as presented in this article with the transmit beam always
on broadside would reduce the risk of these array-damaging
reflections when operating under a wet-radome regime with a
spherical radome.

The DB technique may allow an RPAR-based CONOPS to
meet the demanding requirements for the future weather sur-
veillance network if the aforementioned tradeoff compromises
are accounted for in the radar design process. Future PARs that
are specifically designed to exploit the use of spoiled transmit
beams should account for the increased two-way sidelobe lev-
els to meet the requirements. While this may require increasing
the aperture, it also allows for advanced techniques (such as
DB) that support meeting the demanding requirements with
an affordable architecture (compared with the stationary four-
faced PAR). Future research efforts should investigate alterna-
tive modes for using the DB technique, and their associated
tradeoff considerations (e.g., sidelobe levels, sensitivity loss)
should be thoroughly quantified. Additional research plans for
the RPAR CONOPS include the implementation of a motion-
compensated steering technique, by which beams will be con-
tinuously electronically steered by a small angle to maintain
a tracking point on the center of the resolution volume that
is being sampled, and better support its integration with the
DB techniques. This would exploit PARs beam agility and
also mitigate beam-smearing effects, enhancing the CONOPS
and allowing both a scan time reduction while maintaining
data quality and spatial resolution (of a stationary PAR). It is
expected that the outcome of these research efforts will con-
tinue to provide valuable information that can support the next
design of the future U.S. weather surveillance radar network.
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